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NCAR’s Scientific Computing Division Sponsors First Satellite Conference

The Systems Programming section, managed by Bernard O'Lear, part of the Scientific Computing 
Division, sponsored NCAR's participation in its first one-day interactive satellite conference on 
October 4. The conference was broadcast via satellite to sites throughout the U.S., Mexico and 
Canada. Participants at the sites interacted with the speakers via telephone.

Entitled "The Interdisciplinary World of Computing," it was sponsored by the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers who produce several satellite seminars a year. NCAR is 
now able to participate in such conferences since a satellite dish has been installed on its roof 
under the direction of NCAR engineer Jim Weber. Other NCAR groups will have access to the 
satellite setup also.

Termed Compusat 88, the first state-of-the-art interdisciplinary symposium featured key 
elements in computer design and applications. Beginning with trends in the design of underlying 
very large scale integration (VLSI) components found in every modern electronic application, 
the symposium moved into design automation and then on to test technology, both involving 
methods widely applicable throughout computer design and applications.

The program then shifted into software engineering, featuring common problems and trade-off 
faced in hardware and software design and the innovations and solutions introduced by each 
community. Segments on personal computing and office automation provided an update on the 
latest developments and an insight into emerging trends. The final segment probed two of the 
most advanced and often speculative application areas, machine intelligence and vision, and 
robotics.

Paul L. Hazan, John Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, chaired the 
teleconference. Specific sessions were chaired by:
Jake K. Aggarwal, University of Texas, Machine Intelligence and Vision 
Donald W. Boudin, University of Tennessee, VLSI
Lorraine M. Duvall, Duvall Computer Technologies, Inc., Software Engineering
Mohan M. Trivedi, University of Tennessee, Robotics
Ron Waxman, University of Virginia, Design Automation
Thomas W. Williams, IBM, Test Technology cochair
Jacob A. Abraham, University of Illinois, Test Technology cochair
Walter R. Beam, George Mason University, Personal Computing and Office Automation
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